Walmart Technology
Software Engineer Intern & Full Time Opportunities Available
What we do
Our team of intellectually curious software developers and engineers are creating new
experiences for customers to shop Walmart, daily deploying +100,000 lines of code,
working on private, public and hybrid clouds, and so much more.
What you'll do
We need super smart engineers from all levels to help us build the best-engineered
platforms in the world. Our engineers combine creativity, curiosity, and drive to
continuously perfect and revolutionize from the inside out. We are looking to bring more
intellectually curious engineers who are super passionate about technology.
The Environment
Our platform is largely an event driven platform implemented via a microservice
architecture. The platform runs in the cloud and uses a large number of technologies and
middle ware. The bulk of backend code is written Java and NodeJS, but we’re open and
leverage other languages as well.
The Teams
We have a diverse set of engineering challenges and likewise, we have numerous teams to
help solve them. Below are just a few of the Software Engineering areas of focus:
Backend Generalist
Our exceptional back-end developers dive deep into designing, developing and supporting
large-scale, cloud-based distributed systems, have strong operational excellence, testing
skills and a good understanding of event-driven systems.
Machine Learning Engineer
Engineers with a strong understanding of machine learning will handle data at the scale of
billions of events and help tune our systems and processes based on the information that is
extracted.

DevOps
Our DevOps engineers are critical for maintaining our large-scale distributed systems and
resolving issues that arise. This is perfect for those who like having a high-level view and
diving in to help with a variety of teams and systems.

Walmart Technology
Mobile Engineer
Our mobile engineers create features for the Walmart iOS/Android apps and deliver a firstin-class experience for our customers (our app is so highly rated that we’re clearly doing
something right!).
Systems Engineer
In order to support Walmart’s rapid growth, we need networking, onboarding, and user
support for a variety of devices and for users of diverse backgrounds.
Qualifications:
• Possess at least a 3.0 GPA or higher
• Pursuing a Computer Science or related degree
• External projects and/or work on GitHub is a strong plus

Click Here to Learn More: https://careers.walmart.com/students

